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A LEPIDUS SUSURRUS.
APULEIUS AND THE FASCINATION OF POETRY'

Luca Graverini

Allusive, ambiguous, and even obscure passages are indeed easy to fmd
ín Apuleius' Metamorphoses, but the prologue seems to be particularly
written to stimulate, and possibly to deceive, the reader's interpretative
capabilities. Even the very first words, At ego tibi, immediately raise a
problem: why at? The particle implies some sort of transition or opposi-
tion, but its setting at the very beginning of our text is rather astonishing:
the reader, of course, cannot know from what the transition or opposition
is marked. John Morgan s argues that "the emphatic position of at ego tibi

implies a previous storytelling to mihi... we are plunged into the position
of overhearing part of a larger narrative exchange already in progress";
this suggested contextualization would be perfectly consistent with the
subsequent characterization of the novel as a sermo Milesíus (`Milesian
talk'), since from the pseudo-Lucianic Erotes "we learn that Aristides in
the Milesian Tales also presented himself as a participant, listener as well
as teller, in a cycle of stories". Alexander Sc οbie2 argues that the paral-
lelism with the introduction of Cupid and Psyche (4.27.8 Sed ego te...)

could suggest that with at Apuleius "temporarily casts off the guise of
Platonist and assumes that of a fabulator" and that "the opening sentence
of the prologue was possibly a formula used by story-tellers". He also
points out that an initial at is not uncommon in Latin poetry, beginning
from Vírgil's famous At regina graui... (Aen. 4.1).3 Wytse Keulen how-

This essay is connected with a paper (Graverini 2005) I gave at the 2nd Rethymno In-
ternational Conference on the Ancient Novel (Crete, May 2003). I could not avoid a few
overlappings, but — at least in my intentions — the two studies are complementary to each
other. I am grateful to Alessandro Barchiesi, Ellen Finkelpearl, Marco Fucecchi, and An-
tonio Stramaglia, who read previous versions of this paper and offered their very helpful
advice; I also received extremely useful remarks and suggestions by Ruurd Nauta, the
editor of this volume. The errors which remain fall of course to my own account.

1. Morgan 2001: 161.
2. Scobie 1975: 66.
3. Cf. Prop. 2.27.1 (at uοs); Ον. Ερ. 12.1 (at tibi); Met. 4.1; Luc. 9.1; Sil. 15.1; Stat.

Theb. 3.1; V. Fl. 6.1. No occurrences at the beginning of a first book, though; the only two
parallels for this placement, as Scobie notes, seem to be Xenophon's Symposium, Άλλ'
έ μ oi δοκεî... and Respublica Lacedaemoniorum, Άλλ ' έγώ έwoήσας... Perhaps it should
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ever suggests that "perhaps... at is merely a colloquial particle" and notes
that "the combination at ego is characteristic of dialogue and occurs very
frequently in comedy, sometimes to emphasise a promise or proposal" .4

This beginning, therefore, seems to put the reader in medics res, as
though a dialogue, or simply a speech by the prologue speaker, has al-
ready begun in his absence; what has been told before at ego, unfortu-
nately, is only a subject for hypotheses. As we have seen, at has been
interpreted by others as pertaining to storytelling and/or dialogues; as a
provocative and tentative introduction to this study, I am going to sug-
gest a different and more literary contextualization.

The dialogue we are called to participate in, or the speech we are
asked to listen to, has (at its beginning at least) a very definite and par-
ticular subject, judging by the part of it that we can read: the prologue
speaker, whoever he is,5 is giving his audience some general information
about the narration that is to follow. Confining ourselves to the first sen-
tence, we are told that this narration will be a sermo Milesius (`Milesian
talk'), that it will consist of uariae fabulae (`different sorts of tales'), and
that it will be able to permulcere cures (`soothe the ears') of those who
will listen to it. Each of these pieces of information would need some
interpretation, but what concerns me now is that we are informed about
genre (`Milesian'),6 contents (different tales somehow connected to each
other), and style (a `soothing' narration) of the Metamorphoses. So,
perhaps we could lay aside for a moment the position of at ego at the
very beginning of our novel, and consider more attentively the fact that it
is connected with a prologue, and most of all with a statement concern-
ing literary genre and style. Perhaps we could also consider the possibil-

also be noted that several books of Homer (Ii. 3 and 15; Od. 11, 12, 14, 19, and 20; cf.
also 11. 9, 22, 23 and Od. 6) begin with λύτάρ.

4. Keulen 2003α: 60; cf. also Harrison 2003: 240-41.
5. This is the problem that more than any other seems to have attracted the curiosity of

those scholars who have studied the prologue. See Kahane-Laird (eds.) 2001, and Grav-
erini 2003 for some comments and a few bibliographical supplements.

6. While I am a supporter of Ken Dowden's `prohibition 2' ("No one shall seek to
identify the speaker (singular) of Apuleius' Prologue": Dowden 2001: 129), I am not as
much persuaded by his `prohibition 1' ("No one shall refer to a genre of `Milesian
Tales": 126). Keulen 2003 α: 61 -62 (on Milesio) offers enough evidence of the fact that
the adjective Milesius seems to be connected to a fictional and novelistic literary genre.
However, it is true that our knowledge of the Milesian `genre' is scanty; and I am not sure
that an ancient reader would label as `Milesian' all the texts anthologised by Ferrari-
Zanctto 1995.

7. Of course, there is no need to differentiate so sharply between the words adopted by
the prologue speaker and the information that they convey. For example, it is possible that
the mention of sermo Milesius has some relevance for the style too, if we connect Apu-
leius' archaising style to Sisenna (cf. Callebat 1968: 478; Dowden 2001: 127).

ity that at ego tibi implies not a preceding to mihi, as Morgan says, but
a1u tibi: that is, it could stress the difference between the prologue
speaker's literary choices and other genres and/or styles that other speak-
ers could offer the same audience.

At ego is, of course, a very common word sequence, and to set off in
search of intertextual parallels could appear to be a desperate and, even
worse, pointless effort. However, if we limit the research field to metalit-
erary statements, we can find some interesting, or at least interpretable,
matches. At ego was not only a common colloquial combination, easily
found in comedy and dialogical texts; it was also a well established tradi-
tion in ancient literature to begin a statement about one's literary princi-
ples with something similar to `but I...'. The Roman historians, for ex-
ample, in their prologues felt the need of confronting themselves with
their predecessors, and of justifying their own choices. Sallust had to
account for his decision to write history instead of devoting himself to
his country: Cat. 3.2 Ac mihi quidem, tametsi haudquaquam par gloria

sequitur scriptorem et auctorem rerum, tamen in prim is arduom uidetur

res gestas scribere `And for myself, although I am well aware that by no
means equal repute attends the narrator and the doer of deeds, yet I re-
gard the writing of history as one of the most difficult of tasks'. Livy
had the less essential but still very important problem of justifying the
choice of his subject matter, ancient and mythical instead of contempo-
rary history: pr.5 ego contra hoc quoque laboris praemium petam `I my-
self, on the contrary, shall seek in this an additional reward for my toil' .9
Proudly claiming his own impartiality and disinterest in writing history,
Tacitus stresses in his prologues the opposition between himself (Hist.

1.1.3 and Ann. 1.1.3 mihi) and the other historians (Hist. 1.1.1 multi

auctores; Ann. 1.1.1 clani scriptures).
Subject matter and literary genre were also a common and all-

important issue for those Augustan poets who had a strong preference for
a personal, lyric and/or elegiac Muse, while their patrons tried to pro-
mote a more politically committed poetry. In Propertius, for example,
metapoetical statements often take the form of a recusatio, a refusal to
engage in `civil' or epic poetry. The `but I' form explicitly shows up at
2.1.45 enumerat miles uulnera, pastor Dues; / nos contra angusto

uersamus proelia lecto `the soldier counts his wounds, the shepherd his
sheep; I for my part wage wars within the narrow confines of a bed', but
it is clearly present also at 3.9.20-21 naturae sequitur semina quisque

8. Trans. Rolfe 1931.
9. Trans. Foster 1919.
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suae. / At tua, Maecenas, uitae praecepta recepi `each man follows the
elements of his own nature. But I have adopted your rule of life, Maece-
nas', and 4.1.61-62 Ennius hirsuta cingat sua dicta corona: / mí folio ex
hedera porrige, Bacche, tu α `let Ennius crown his verse with a ragged
garland: Bacchus, give me leaves of your ivy'. 10 If we consider similar
adversative uses of first-person pronouns, the examples from Augustan
poetry might easily multiply. See for example Ovid, Fasti 1.13 Caesaris
arma canant alii: nos Caesaris arcs `let others sing of Caesar's wars; my
theme be Caesar's altars'; 11

 and several passages in Horace, like C.
1.7.1-10 Laudabunt a1íí claram Rhoden aut Mytilenen... me nec tam
patiens Lacedaemon... percussit `others will praise bright Rhodes or
Mytilene... As for me, I am not so struck by much-enduring Lacedae-
mon... ' . 12 An explicit at, like in Apuleius, recurs in the lengthy recusatio
that opens the third book of Manílius' Astronomica. After enumerating a
series of topics he is not going to treat, the poet concludes: `it is a hack-
neyed task to write poems on attractive themes and compose an uncom-
plicated work. But I (at mihi) must wrestle with numerals and names of
things unheard of' ‚13 Also later recusationes reiterate this pattern. For
example, in Martial 8.3.17-19 the ninth Muse incites the poet with these
words: `let the ultra-serious and the ultra-severe write such stuff, sad fel-
lows looked upon by the midnight lamp. Bu do you (at ώ) dip your witty
little books in Roman salt.., never mind if you seem to sing with a far-

10. Trans. Gould 1990.
11. Trans. Frazer 1929.
12. Trans. West 1995. See also e.g. C. 1.6.1-9 Scriberis Vario fortis... Nos, Agrippa,

neque haec dicere... conamur, 1.31.9-15 Premant Calena falce quibus c/edit / fortuna
uitem... Me pascunt olivae; 4.2.25-32 Mulia Dircaeum leuat aura cycnum... ego apis
Matinae / more modoque... carmina jingo. Such antitheses based on first-person pro-
nouns are usual in recusationes and metapoetical statements: cf. Nisbet-Hubbard 1970: 85
commenting on C. 1.6.5 nos.

13. Trans. Gould 1977. Manlius' recusatio (on which see Liuzzi 1988: 85-88) is an
extremely interesting comparison for Apuleius' prologue, with which ít shares some key
points; there ís probably no direct relationship between the two texts, but the correspon-
dences suggest that both Manílius and Apuleius resort to stock themes in their prologues.
After the recusatio proper with at mihi, the poet urges the reader to listen attentively; then
he takes a stand in the diatribe between utile and duke in poetry, declaring that he will not
offer dulcia carmina, but useful teachings; and fmally justifies himself for the presence,
in his poem, of foreign terms (`come hither, whoever is able to devote ear and eye to my
empríse, and hearken to the truths I utter: apply your mind [impendas animum], and seek
not poetry that beguiles [nec dulcia carmina quaeras]: my theme of itself precludes
adornment, content but to be taught. And if any terms are spoken in a foreign tongue,
blame this on subject, not on bard'). For the first point, cf. Apul. Met. 1.1.6 Lector in-
tende (and, for the appeal to the reader's ears and eyes, cf. 1.1.1 cures and inspicere); for
the third, cf. 1.1.5 En ecce praefamur ueniam, siquid exotici ac forensis sermonis rudis
locutor offendero; for the second, cf. 1.1.1 lepido susurro permulceam, and the interpre-
tation of this expression that I am going to suggest ín the following pages.

row pipe (angusta auena), so long as your pipe outmatches many peo-
ple's trumpets' .14

Of course, this is not the place for a thorough review of the theme of
recusatio in Augustan poetry; but the picture would not be complete
without a hint at Hellenistic Greek authors, who frequently adopted the
same rhetoric gesture. Beginning with minor texts, my first example is an

epigram attributed to Theocritus in the Anthologies Graeca (9.434.1-2):

'Αλλος ό Χ?ος, έγώ δέ Θεόκριτος ός τάδ ' 'γραψa / et; άπό τw πολλών
εί μ ί Σνρaκoσίων `The Chian is another, but I, Theocritus, the author of
these works, am a Syracusan, one among many'. 15 This is a problematic
text. Its attribution to Theocritus appears to be autoschediastic; and also
Wilamowitz's identification of the `Chian' with Homer, that would allow
us to interpret the epigram as a contraposition between epic and bucolic
poetry, is probably to be rejected: the anonymous epigrammatist rather
aims at differentiating Theocritus of Syracuse, the bucolic poet, from
another Theocritus, a sophist of Chiοs. 16 But, even though only a differ-
ence between personal identities is at stake in the first two verses, a liter-
ary statement occurs in the fourth and last, where the epigrammatist
points out the difference between the Muses that inspired the two authors
bearing the same name: Μο ϋσαν δ ' όθνείαν ov τιν ' έφελκuσά μαν `I have
taken to myself no alien Muse'. Another relevant apocryphal text ís the
Epitaphium Bionis ascribed to Moschus. After enumerating a series of
cities and places that lament Bion's death much more than the loss of the
famous poets to whom they gave birth (Ascra/Hesiod, Boeotia/Pindar,
Lesbos/Alcaeus, Teos/Anacreon, Pares/Archilochus, Mytilene/Sappho,
Syracuse/Theocritus), the poet says that he, on his behalf, sings as a bu-
colic poet the mourning of Ausonia for Bion: that is, he is differentiating
himself from others as regards both birthplace and poetic genre, just like
the author of the epigram quoted above does with Theocritus (vv. 93-94:
«vτàρ έγώ τοι / Αύσoνικάς όδύνας μέλπω μέλος, oú ξένος 4δáς /

βoυκολικάς `but, on my behalf, I am singing the mourning of Ausonia,
being no stranger to pastoral poetry').

However, the most famous piece, and the most relevant for my pur-
poses, is the prologue of Callimachus' Aitia, a text that Margaret Hub-
bard defined as "possibly more significant for Latin poetry than any other

14. Trans. Shackleton Bailey 1993.
15. Trans. Gow 1952.
16. See Cameron 1995: 422-26; Rossi 2001: 344.
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single page of Greek" 1 ' and that has certainly had some influence on
many of the above-quoted passages. The poet proclaims that he prefers
the shrill cry (λιγός ήχος) of the cicadas to the din (θόρυβος) of the ass.
Both the chirp of the cicadas and the bray of the ass are clearly symbols
of different kinds of poetry: let other poets bray like the long-eared beast,
Callimachus prefers to be like the slight and winged cicada (vv. 31-32
Θηρί !&& ούατόεντι πανείκελον όγκήσaιτο / ίίλλος, έγώ δ' ε'ην
ovλαχός, ό πτερόεις `Let others bray just like the long-eared brute, but
let me be the dainty, the winged one'). 18 At the end of the Aitia a similar
pattern, αντάρ έγώ, announces a transition to a new work and a new
genre, the Iambi: the poet says his farewell to Zeus and commends the
royal house to his protection, while he, he says, is heading to the pasture
where the Muses walk (fr. 112.8-9 Χαϊρε, Zεϋ, μέγα ιai σv, σdω δ '
óλον ο?ιον άνάκτων / avτάρ έγώ Μουσέων πεζό" πειμι νομόν `Hail
greatly thou too, Zeus, and save all the house of kings. But I will pass on
to the prose pastures of the Muses').19

In these texts, Callimachus employs έγώ δέ and αντάρ έγώ to set him-
self and his poems apart from other literary traditions; and, as we have
seen, it is possible to find similar expressions in similar contexts also in
later Hellenistic and Latin poets. Of course, it could be mere coinci-
dence: `but I' is a very natural and common way to begin a statement
about one's originality. Nevertheless, if we consider how often the name
of Callimachus recurs in the critical literature about, for example, Prop-
ertius, and if we take into account that both expressions recur in similar
contexts, we can at least wonder if Propertius' nos contra – occurring
just five lines after Callimachus himself has been mentioned as a model
of the `slight' poetry Propertius stands for – has something to do with
Callimachus' έγώ δέ. In other words, Propertius' poem offers a sort of
"collective security"20 that allows us to imagine intertextual connections
even in words or phrases that have no eye-catching peculiarity in them-

17. Hubbard 1974: 73; see also Thomas 1993: 199, who stresses that "Callimachus
does in fact deserve, from a number of aspects, the prominent position accorded him by
relatively recent criticism".

18. Trans. Trypanis 1978.
19. Trans. Trypanís 1978. Pfeiffer 1949: 125 ad loc, points out that this is a variation

on a standard closure of the Homeric Hymns: cf. e.g. h.Cer. 495; h.Ap. 546; h Merc. 580;
h. Yen. 293. Callimachus' closure implies, I think, some sort of differentiation between the
activities of the poet and those of Zeus and the kings (cf. Hes. Th. 94-96: `from the Muses
are the singers... from Zeus the kings'); this could be an echo of the prologue, where he
says that `it is Zeus' job to thunder, not mine' (v. 20 βρoντdν wκ έ μ όν, &λλ i Διός).

20. For the terminology see Hinds 1998: 28. I also refer to Hinds' discussion of me
miserum in Ovid and Propertius (pp. 29-34) as a theoretical background to the interpret-
ability of such 'loose' intertexts.

selves. What I am suggesting ís that 446 δέ, nos contra and similar ex-
pressions could be regarded as stylised rhetorical gestures that recur with
some frequency in metapoetical contexts, especially in the Hellenistic
and Augustan authors, when a poet sets up his own style or literary genre
against other ones; and, even though defining Propertius' nos contra an
allusion proper to Callimachus' έγώ δέ would probably be too far-
fetched, I think that an ancient reader could more or less easily identify
this rhetorical gesture as typical of such metapoetical contexts, recalling
Callimachus, Propertius and others.

Apuleius' at ego, as we have seen, occurs precisely ín a metaliterary
context. However, I am sure that at this point no critic would be ready to
admit that this at ego has something to do with έγώ δέ or nos contra (of
course, assuming that at least somebody ís now persuaded that X76 δέ
and nos contra have something in common): after all, Apuleius'
Metamorphoses is a prose narrative and its prologue, like the prologues
of Sallust, Livy, and Tacitus, seems to have no connection with poetry,
Callimachus and Callimacheanism.

It is exactly this last statement that I will try to confute in the follow-
ing part of this paper.

Callimachus, in the prologue of his Α itia, used the braying of the ass and
the songs of the cicadas as metaphors for bad and good poetry respec-
tively. Now, exactly the same voices seem to reverberate in our prologue.
The prologue speaker defines himself a rudis locutor, a `raw speaker':
almost all commentators, following John Winkler and Gi an Franco
Gianοtti,21 connect the adjective rudis to the braying of the ass, rudere in
Latin, so that rudis locutor also suggest a `braying speaker', and some-
how foreshadows Lucius' metamorphosis into an ass. Wytse Keulen is
rather sceptical about this pοίnt in his commentary, 22 but this ís one of
the very few occasions in which I cannot agree with him. I would rather
point out that the connection of rudis locutor with rudere is a pun that
fits very well with his interpretation of the prologue in the light of an-
cient rhetoric since, as it seems, it was a common topos to compare an
orator's voice to the cry of an animal: the barking of the dog was, as it
seems, the most common metaphor (cf. e.g. Cic. Brut. 58 latrant enim
jam quidam oratores, non lοquuntur),23 but at least one orator was

21. Winkler 1985: 196; Gianotti 1986: 106.
22. Keulen 2003a: 81 ad lac.: "the idea seems ingenious but far-fetched".
23. Cf. also Sallust, fr. 4.54 Maurenbrecher (Noníus 1.60 M. = 84 L.) caning, vi ait

Appius, facundia exercebatur. On this passage see La Penna 1973; the metaphor is
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unlucky enough to be described as a braying ass by Lucilius (frg. 261 M.
haec... rudet ex rostrís). As for the cicadas, we will see in a minute that
they begin to enchant us with their chirp soon after at ego tibi. If this ís
true, it would be easy to interpret the prologue, at least partially and ten-
tatively, as a reaction to Callímachus' poetic: a prologue speaker who
tries to speak with a lepidus susurrus and ends up as a braying ass
against a poet who refuses to speak like an ass 24 and identifies himself
with a slight cicada – and, why not, at ego against LS δέ. More appro-
priately, I think, we could say for the moment (I am going to show that
there ís more to be said about lepidus susurrus) that the prologue speaker
takes over both the positions of Callímachus and of his opponents, show-
ing a tendency to cross the boundaries of different genres and styles that
ís typical of Apuleius and the ancient novel: if so, the Metamorphoses
are announced as a work that will participate in both the characteristics
of a Callimachean composition (that is, high stylistic refinement) and of
an anti-Callimachean poem (that ís, a long narration with an epic fla-
vour). 25

This is clearly an eccentric suggestion,26 since it forces us to imagine
Apuleius in dialogue with a Hellenistic poet like Callimachus, whose
work has never been the first place critics have looked for intertextual
connections with Apuleius' Metamorphoses. However, on the one hand

adopted also by Quint. Inst. 12.9.9 and Hieron. Epist. 119.1. Cf. Also Ον. lb. 232 1atrat et
in toto uerba caning foro and several other passages quoted by La Penna 1973: 189 n. 2.

24. For a bad poet speaking like an ass see also Callimachus, fr. 192.11 P£; according
to [Aristoteles], Phgn. 81 3Α of μ έγα φωνovντες, `loud-voiced speakers', are similar to
asses.

25. Cf. Thomas 1993: 202-03 on the presence of Callimachean motifs and expres-
sions in statements of anti-Callimachean poetics (Persius and others). On the
Metamorphoses and epic poetry see e.g. Harrison 2000: 222-23, who states that
"though... the Metamorphoses is full of literary allusions to many kinds of writing, it
seems to be particularly concerned with highlighting its similarities with and differences
from the epic in particular".

26. Of course, I take full responsibility for it; honours, if any, are to be shared with
some predecessors, whose original and more sober suggestions I have expanded. The
Callimachean prologue ís connected to rudis by Winkler 1985: 196-97; James 2001: 259
and n. 8 points out the contrast between the lepidus susurrus and rudis locutor. I became
aware of the "eye-catching use of at to announce the subject of this.., work" reading
Dowden 2001: 132, who (expanding on Harrison 1990b: 508) compares the prologue to
the Metamorphoses with the verses that according to Servius originally opened Virgil's
Aeneid (in particular the last one, at Hunt horrentia Mortis / arms uirumque cano...).
Finkelpearl 1998 states that, in reading Apuleius, we should see "many allusions as, in
part, literary criticism and replies to stylistic statements of earlier writers" (17); Callíma-
chus and some metaliterary statements by the Augustan poets are exploited in her chapter
οn 'Hair, Elegy, and Style' (62-67).

it is well known that Apuleius had a wide and thorough Greek culture,27
and this authorises us to make use of major Hellenistic authors to find an
appropriate literary context to an Apuleian expression;28 on the other, I
will try to show that part of the Hellenistic texts concerned can actually
be considered secondary references, only activated through the mediation
of Latin authors.

But let us continue with the cicadas. The formulation I offered above
of the relationship between the prologues of Apuleius and Callímachus
implies some sort of connection between the prologue speaker's lepidus
susurrus and the voice of the cicadas. My starting point in demonstrating
this connection is a suggestion by Bruce Gibson, 29 who argues that Apu-
leius' lepidus susurrus is a hint at the first verse of Theocritus' idyll 1,
Áδύ τι τό ψιθύρισμα..., that describes the soft rustle of the wind through
the branches of a pine. Indeed, the similarity ís striking, and Gibson rein-
forces it with two further remarks: 1) the prologue also mentions the
calamus with which the book has been written: calamus, here `pen', can
also mean `reed pipe', and could somehow hint at the Pan-pipe ώhοse
sound is in Theocritus so similar to the ψιθύρισμα of the pine leaves (vv.
2-3 áδú δέ καi τό / συρίσδες `sweet is also your syrinx-playíng');30 2) the
prologue also lays great emphasis on Egypt, since it is explicitly told that
the above-mentioned calamus comes from the Nile, and that the book is
written on an Egyptian papyrus: a possible explanation for these Egyp-

27. The main bibliographical reference is, of course, Sandy 1997. Apuleius studied
poetry at Athens (Fl. 20.4) and was on his way to Alexandria when he stopped in Oea to
recover from the fatigue of the journey (Apo!. 72), starting a chain of events that will lead
to the trial in Sabratha (on Apuleius' biography see e.g. Harrison 2000: 1-10). He was
proud to cultivate all literary genres, including of course all kinds of poetry, tam graece
quam latmne `both ín Greek and in Latin' (Fl. 9.14; 9.27-29); unfortunately his poetic
production is almost completely lost for us, but his remaining verses show a "notevole
influsso di modelli ellenistico-neoterici" fΜattiacci 1985: 249).

28. Gellius 9.9.3 is evidence that 2 -century men of letters used to compare Virgil
with Callímachus and Theocritus and others very closely: 'Virgil... showed skill and good
judgment in omitting some things and rendering others, when he was dealing with pas-
sages of Homer or Hesiod or Apollonius or Parthenius or Callímachus or Theocritus'
(trans. Rolfe 1927).

29. Gibson 2001:71 ff.
30. Gibson's paper, in general, aims to demonstrate that the phrase papyrum

Aegyptiam argutia Ni/otici calami inscriptam does not refer only to the act of writing, but
contains "possible auditory elements" too (68; on this, see also Finkelpear12003: 47-48).
Of course my focus is different, and my brief quotations do not do justice to the sophisti-
cation of his arguments. Gibson also keenly notes (71, n. 12) that "beguiling whisperings
are not always agreeable... quite apart from the possibly dangerous implications of lepido
susurro... compare also the insidious qualities of permulceo at Quintilian, Inst. 2.12.6
nihilque alíud quam quod uel prauis uoluptatibus cures adsistentium permulceat
quaerunt". His intuition is fully developed by Keulen 2003 α: 8-19; see also Graverini
2005.
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tian references is that "an Egyptian mode of composition could sugges
Theocritus, a poet of Alexandria". Unfortunately, Gibson leaves untοk
what this "Egyptian mode of composition" consists in, and to what ex
tent an allusion to Theocritus in the prologue is significant to character.
ise the novel's style, genre, or contents: should we think that the style o:
the whole novel is thereby characterised as Theocritean? Of course, thi:
would really seem too far-fetched; `pastoral' or `bucolic' do not appear
to be proper adjectives to define the Metamorphoses as a whole.

It is true, however, that we should not reject an interesting intertex
only because we (still) do not know what we could make of ít. I woul
also point out that Theocritus is not an unlikely source fora allusion it
the Metamorphoses, and I will substantiate this statement with a nevi
proposal. At Met. 8.1.3 one of Charite's slaves reports the death of hi:
masters to an audience consisting of grooms, shepherds, and cowherd:
(and of course the ass); this character has been frequently compared to
tragic messenger,31 and the comparison accounts very well for the pa•
thetic tone of his speech. But the choice of words is not coherent with the
tragic genre: the messenger's opening, equisones opilionesque, etian
busequae `grooms and shepherds, and herdsmen too', fully qualifies f οι
an imitation of Theocritus, Idyll 1.80 'Ην0ον το1 βοϋτaι, τoi πoιμένες

πόλοι ήνθον `the cowherds came, and shepherds and goatherds too'
while the Virgilian Stant et Dues circum... uenit et upilio, tardi uenert
subulci `the sheep stand around... and the shepherd came, and the sloes
swineherds too' (Ed. 10.16 and 19) seems to be less close to Apuleius'
text (the context is instead fully relevant in both Theocritus and Virgil
the shepherds and the others are called to participate in the mourning fοι
the deaths, real or figurative, of Thyrsis and Gallus respectively). I sus.
pect that this imitation is simply a display of Apuleius' cultural show•
manship, and that it would be pointless to go off in search for a furthei
meaning in the implicit approach of the messenger to a bucolic poet, anc
of Charite to a bucolic character: she certainly dies for love, but her stor)
is definitely too bloody for a pastoral song. What I am trying to demon.
strate is only that Apuleius can imitate Theocritus, or at least that he car
read Theocritus through Virgil, regardless of the literary context and alsc
in contrast with a literary genre that is temporarily taken on. Neverthe·
less, a prologue is a very sensitive location for an allusion, and I stiff

31. Cf. Lόpez 1976: 338; and more recently Nicolini 2000: 255 ad loc.: "l'esordio ε
la struttura del discorso, con l'apostrofe a un gruppo di ascoltatori, l'uso della secondi
persona plurale, i'immediata rivelazione della sciagura avvenuta, richiamano e forse addi-
rittura parodiano uno schema comune dell' óίγγελος della tragedia". On messengers is
Euripides see the comprehensive study by de Jong 1991.

think that Gibson's suggestion lacks some contextualization; this is at
least a good reason for trying to develop his idea by following different
paths.

The leaves of the Theocritean pine gently rustle in the wind; their
sound is compared by Thyrsis to the sound of the syrinx of his unnamed
fellow goatherd. Both the terminology and the idea are taken up by
Virgil in his first Eclogue: Meliboeus, not without envy, tells Tityrus
hinc tibi, quae semper, uicino ab limite saepes / Hyblaeis apibus florem
depasta salicti / saepe leui somnum suadebit mire susurso `on this side,
as of old, on your neighbour's border, the hedge whose willow blossoms
are sipped by Hybla's bees shall often with his gentle hum soothe you to
slumber' 32 (Ed. 1.53-55). The pastoral fascination (sleep) induced by
the drone of the bees is connected with the preceding image, Tityrus en-
joying the cooling shade near sacred springs (vv. 51-52). Michael Put-
nam has shown that this is "figurative for one aspect of the pastoral myth
– the soul's absorption by poetry and spiritual calm";33 the leuis susur-
rus, connected with the Theocritean description of a nature that sings
together with the shepherds, conveys the same ideas.

In comparison with Theocritus' έtδύ ψιθύρισμα, Virgil's leuis susurrus
obviously lacks any connection with Egypt, is not strictly associated with
the sound of a pipe,34 and is not located in such a relevant position as the
very first verse of an entire poetic collection. But, perhaps more impor-
tantly, it shares with Apuleius a fascinating effect, since it puts Tityrus to
sleep: in the Metamorphoses the leuis susurrus has precisely the purpose
of enchanting the listeners' ears, permulcere cures (and the verb mulceo
is frequently connected with sleep) 3 5 This is, I think, a good reason to
treat the Theocritean intertext as a secondary one, and to put Virgil's
Eclogue 1 in the foreground. However, although this hierarchy might
clarify the intertextual structure of the phrase, it is certainly not enough
to solve our problem: why should Apuleius hint at a bucolic author, be it
Theocritus or Virgil, at the very beginning of his prologue?

Let us focus for a moment on some significant innovations introduced
by Virgil in the Theocritean description. Virgil's susurrus comes, like

32. Trans. Faírclough 1935.
33. Putnam 1970: 47-48 (of. Hor. C. 3.13.9-12 and 1.17.17-20).
34. But cf. v. 2 auena.
35. Cf. e.g. Verg. Aen. 7.754-55; Ον. Ερ. 18.27; Met. 8.824, 11.625; Pun. Nat.

10.136; Sil. 7.293; Stat. Theb. 2.30-31; V.FI. 1.299-300, 2.140. On the fascination im-
plied by the expression permulcere cures see Graverini 2005.
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Theocritus' ψιθύρισμα, from a plant (a willow hedge in Virgil, 36 a pine
in Theocritus), but it is actually produced by the bees; it is not only sweet
0x86 in Theocritus, somehow echoed by leuis in Virgil, as well as by
suαdebit), but ít also has a practical effect on those who listen to it, since
as we have seen it induces sleep (somnum suadebit). Bees and sleep are
two important details, that contribute to the metapoetical character of
Meliboeus' speech. At the beginning of Callimachus' Aitia and of En-
nius' Anna/es (and cf. also Prop. 3.3) sleep and dream are places of po-
etic initiation. 37 As for bees and honey, they were typically connected
with poetry and with the Muses. For example, the bees are Musarum
uolucres ín Varro, Res Rusticae 3.16.7; and Plato, Ion 534a–b, exploiting
the easy pun μ έλη/μέλιττaι, compares them to the poets: Λέγουσι... πρός
ή μ áς οf ποιητα $τι... άπό κρηνών μελιρρύτων... ώόι μέλη ή μ îν φέρουσιν
ώσπερ αi ***ιumα, `the poets tell us... that the songs they bring us are the
sweets they cull from honey-dropping founts... like the bees'.32

Virgil's bees have the distinctive feature of inducing sleep, and this
seems to be an unparalleled detail for bees in ancient literature. Still, we
can make a useful comparison with the cicadas of Plato, Phaedrus 258e
ff. Like the bees, the cicadas are in Plato (and in Callimachus, as we
have seen) closely connected with poetry and with the Muses. 39 Socrates
tells Phaedrus that they were originally men who, enchanted by the songs
of the Muses, forgot to eat and drink, and died of hunger and thirst.
Later, from these men the cicadas were born and the Muses granted that
they live without any food or drink, devoting all their time to songs and
music. After their deaths, they report to the Muses in what way and how
much living men honour each of them. But, Socrates says, they are also
dangerous: in the noontide heat, with their mesmerising voice, they can
avert the philosopher's mind from his philosophical thoughts, and put
him to sleep like the slaνes40 who sit nodding under a shady tree or the

36. On the introduction of hedges and boundaries into the bucolic landscape see Put-
nam 1970: 46.

37. See Enn. Ann. 1.5; on Callimachus' dream cf. also e.g. AP 7.42; Prop. 2.34.32.
Paus. 2.31.3 reports that `Sleep ís considered the god that is dearest to the Muses'. Useful
references and further bibliography on the topos in Massimílla 1996: 233-37.

38. Trans. Lamb 1925. See Scarcia 1964: 19-24 and Waszink 1974 f οτ further occur-
rences of the topos.

39. On the symbolic value of both bees and cicadas see the comprehensive treatment
by Roscalla 1998: 60-75.

40. He probably means `shepherds': cf. 230d.

sheep that rest near a cool spring at noon 4 1 The philosopher has to avoid
them, just as Odysseus had to avoid the Sirens.42

The possibility and the meaning of an allusion to Plato's cicadas in
Virgil's first Eclogue deserves, I think, to be studied separately, and I
will set it aside in this paper. What is interesting for me now is that Apu-
leius probably has Virgil as a model for an enchanting susurrus; and that,
for the reasons that I am about to explain, it certainly was easy for Apu-
leius, or fοτ a 2"d- century learned reader, to make a connection between
Virgil's bees, the cicadas of Plato, and Callimachus. 43 As we have seen,
bees and cicadas share the same symbolic value; they are also explicitly
connected to each other by Virgil, Ecl. 5.77 `so long as the bees feed on
thyme and the cicadas on dew – so long shall your honour, name, and
glory abide' (another passage that could easily be read as a metapoeti-
cal allusion); Aelianus, NA 5.13 is useful to demonstrate that such a con-
nection could be a commonplace: `what the divine Plato says of cicadas
and their love of song and music one might equally say of the choir of

41. Plato, Phdr. 258e-259a: `the cicadas seem to be looking down upon us as they
sing and talk with each other in the heat. Now if they should see us not conversing at mid-
day, but, like most people, dozing, lulled to sleep by the ir song because of our mental
indolence, they would quite justly laugh at us, thinking that some slaves had come to their
resort and were slumbering about the fountain at noon like sheep'. The translation is by
Fowler 1914, but I have adopted `cicadas' instead of his `locusts' for τέττιγες.

42. Ferrari 1987: 27 comments that "Phaedrus... as cultural `impresario',... has a ten-
dency to promote clever talk fοτ its own sake, indiscriminately. I propose that through the
myth of the cicadas Plato takes his stand against this tendency in such a way as to admon-
ish the readers that they too.., must beware of careless discrimination among the breeds of
intellectual discourse".

43. Trapp 2001: 41 already suggested, but very hesitantly, that Apuleius' prologue
hints at Plato's description of the "bewitching buzz of the cicadas": "I would like to be
able to see another echo of this scene [sc. Phdr. 258.e-259d] in Apuleius' soothingly sibi-
lant cures... lepido susurro permulceam..., but I am not sure that I can". Of course I sup-
port his hypothesis; and I also share his opinion that, in Apuleius' prologue "the Plato of
the Phaedrus is... invoked not as an ally but as an adversary" (41): Apuleius here seems to
adopt the poetics of the cicadas, rather than that of Socrates (but see below my conclu-
sions). Plato is obviously an important model for Apuleius, who had a renown as
philosophus Platonicus: see e.g. Harrison 2000: 252-59, who however warns that the
primary function of Platonic allusion in the novel is "that of entertaining literary and cul-
tural display" (255), and not of offering the reader a sketch of Platonic philosophy. The
Phaedrus is obviously a model for the ending of the story of Socrates: see Harrison 2002:
255-56, and especially Keulen 2003a: 309-10 ad 1.18.8 iuxta platanum istam residamus
(I would add that the Phaedrus is probably a relevant model also for the pastoral scene
described by the harundo uiridís at 6.12.2-5, also containing a plane tree). Unfortunately,
I have not been able to read O'Brien 2002 yet. In general, Trapp 1990: 141 states that
"few works were more firmly entrenched in the `cultural syllabus' of Hellenic paideia by
the second century AD than Plato's Phaedrus".

44. Trans. Fairclough 1935.
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bees'.45 Finally, and most importantly, Plato's cicadas and Virgil's bees
share the distinctive quality of inducing a peaceful (and poetical) sleep.
As it seems, this is not a common feature for cicadas either: while their
cry is often referred to as a cantus (cf. e.g. Apul. Fl. 13.1), there is also a
tradition according to which it is irritating and prevents those who listen
to it from sleeping (Phaedrus 3.16).46

To sum up, in my opinion the prologue speaker's lepidus susurrus, that
enchants his listener's ears, does not hint at a bucolic world, but more
generally at the seducing power of literature, a metaphorical meaning
that an ancient reader could easily attach to Virgil's bees and Plato's ci-
cadas: the prologue speaker speaks with the voice of a bee or of a cicada,
and his audience will be caught by his enchanting power.47

This is a provocative assertion on Apuleius' behalf, and the ego
speaking the prologue had a lot of opponents (a1íí, as I was suggesting at
the beginning of this paper) who could attack such a programmatic
statement. Any 2°a-century literate reader would be well aware of the
never-ending debate, dating back to the times of Plato, between the sup-
porters of a psychagogic approach to literature and rhetoric and those
who preferred to stress the moral and pedagogical bases of the work of
men of culture. In Plato's Phaedrus the cicadas and the sleep they induce
are clearly an antagonistic power that the philosopher, whose main con-
cern is truth and not enchantment, has to fight and overcome. On
ψυχαγωγία in poetry see e.g. Horace, Ars 99-100 `Not enough is for po-
ems to have beauty: they must have charm (dulcia sunto), and lead the
hearer's soul where they will'. 48 Horace is well aware of the antithesis
between education and entertainment, but is open to a compromise: 'po-
ets aim either to benefit (prodesse), or to amuse (delectare), or to utter

45. Trans. Schofield 1958.
46. Pun. Nat. 11.266 defines the voice of the bees as a murmur, that of the cicadas as

a strider; however, cf. Verg. Aen. 7.65 where strider is referred to the bees. In Callima-
chus' Aitia they sing with a λιγi^ς ήχoς (ν. 29). Trypanis 1958 translates `shrill voice', and
D'Alessio 1996 'suono acuto', but λιγι ς also conveys the idea of 'tuneful' and `sweet': cf.
e.g. Stephanus s. v. ("Strídulus, Argutus, s. Argutum st ńdens: interdum et Canorus, lu-
cundus... Suaviter loquens"), and esp. Hesychius' lemma λιγvpw ήδύ, γλυκύ . Aιγiδς is
said of the Muses e.g. at Horn. Od 24.62 and Plato, Phdr. 237a; cf. Verg. G. 2.475
(quoted also by Tac. Dial. 13.5) dulces... Musee.

47. The term susurrus is also connected with magical practices; see Keulen 2003a: 64
ad loc., who points out that "the novel's pivotal theme of magic is introduced here on the
level of the magic power of speech".

48. This and the other translations from Horace's Ars are by Fairclough 1929. See
Brink 1971: 182 ff. for the distinction in literary criticism between pulchrum and dulce,
καλόν and ήδύ .

words at once both pleasing and helpful to life' (vv. 333-34; cf. 343-44
`he has won every vote who has blended profit and pleasure, at once de-
lighting and instructing the reader'). Bucolic poetry, however, clearly
sided with delectare rather than with prodesse: Richard Hunter, com-
menting on Theocritus, Idyll 1.1 rnw, states that "the pleasure (τό
τερπνόν, dulce, iucundum) that poetry brings had been a battleground for
Plato and Aristotle, and one branch of Hellenistic theory, particularly
associated with Eratοsthenes,49 privileged poetry's emotional appeal, its
ψυχαγωγία, over any moral or educational claims it might have. On this
view, `bucolic poetry' will have no effect in the world in which it is per-
formed - goats go on being goats, and Daphnis' pathos will become...
purely a subject for our aesthetic appreciation". 50 As regards rhetoric, of
course the traditional Roman eloquence, trained to the gravity of the
Forum and always solicitous about the moral qualities of the orator, did
not normally like susurrus-like voices: see for example a Sallustian
fragment preserved by Fronto, multi murmurantium uoculis in loco

eloquentiae oblectantur `they take delight by way of eloquence in the
soft notes of mutterers' S1 (ad Anton. de eloqu. 4.4, p. 148,9 Van den
Ηοut2). 52 The moral and stylistic principles of ancient rhetoric are ex-
tremely useful to interpret Apuleius' prologue: Wytse Keulen has well
demonstrated that "the ego in the prologue avows exactly the kind of
rhetoric against which the professors of rhetoric warned", and that cures
permulcere was a common expression that suggested "a corrupt, hype-
rurbane style, including offensive mannerisms of the voice". 53 The most
evident features of this corrupted kind of rhetoric were an excess in ver-
bal delight and a singsong pronuntiatio, that according to Quintilian and
Seneca were connected with moral depravation.54

49. Hunter refers to Pfeiffer 1968: 166-67.
50. Hunter 1999: 70.
51. Trans. Haines 1929: 73.
52. Cf. also Fronto, ad Anton. de eloqu. 2.13, p. 141,14-5 Van den Hout2 : hoc indícat

loqui to quam eloqui malle, murmurare et friguttire potius quam clangere, `this shows
that you prefer mere speaking to real speaking, a Whisper and a mumble to a trumpet note'
(trans. Haines 1929: 67).

53. Keulen 2003a: 18. I have treated more briefly the same topic in Graveriní 2005;
permulcere cures has an equivalent in γαργαλίζειν τό ώτα, an expression adopted by some
Greek rhetors with the same meaning.

54. Quint. inst. 11.3.60 `there are some people, too, who, as well as the other vices of
their life, are slaves to the pleasure of listening to sounds that soothe their ears (quad
cures mulceat) wherever they are' (trans. Russell 2001). Sen. Ep. 114.1 `You have been
asking me why, during certain periods, a degenerate style of speech comes to the fore, and
how it is that men's wits have gone downhill into certain vices - in such a way that expo-
sition at one time has taken on a puffed-up strength, and at another has become mincing
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Therefore, philosophers, poets, and rhetors, one way or another, nego-
tiated their position in this debate. The ancient novel was an unstable, not
well defined literary genre; although the works we label as `novels' were
written (mostly) in prose, as it seems they did not share the primarily
moral and educational character of philosophy, history, and (part of)
rhetoric, they were closer to poetry (at least, to some kinds of poetry) ín
their search for an entertaining and distracting narration.

Verbal and musical enchantment, though of course not alien to prose
genres in ancient literature, contributes to this `poetic' character of Apu-
leius' novel, whose language has been well described by Wytse Keulen
as a "Latin that breathes the spirit of Greek poetry rather than the sermo
οrensis". This sort of literary 55 ary seduction is, as we have seen, a central
issue in the prologue; and any reader provided with a superficial ac-
quaintance with his style will agree, I think, that in the whole novel Apu-
leius is faithful to the promises of a narration in a musical and enchanting
style.56 However, even though the main concern of Apuleius' prologue
seems to be to reassure the reader that the Metamorphoses will be a de-
lightful narration (cf. 1.1.6 Lector, intende.• laetaberís `reader, pay atten-
tion: you will be delighted'), it could be a rash judgement to conclude
that the whole novel is just like the chirp of a cicada, who in her passion
for music totally forgets the necessities of life. The question of the moral,
religious or philosophical meaning of the Metamorphoses is indeed a
difficult one; especially after John Winkler's thought-provoking book, it
is probably impossible to obtain a general agreement on whether the
novel is to be considered a work of pure entertainment, a moral and edu-
cational story about religious faith and philosophical truth, or both. 57 I
doubt that this question can ever be answered to the satisfaction of all, or

and modulated like the music of a concert piece (in morem cantici ducts )... man's speech
is just like his life' (trans. Gummere 1925).

55. Keulen 2003 α: 18-19.
56. Even though not everybody appreciates his results: see e.g. the harsh judgement by

Norden, who states that in Apuleius "alle die M5tzchen, die dem weichlichsten Wohlklang
dienen, werden in der verschwenderíschesten Weise angebracht" (Norden 1898: 601).

57. Winkler challenged the view, largely predominating at his time, that the
Metamorphoses was a novel about religious/philosophical initiation. Cf. Winkler 1985:
124: "My ultimate assessment of the Golden Ass ís that it is a philosophical comedy about
religious knowledge. The effect of its hermeneutic playfulness, including the final book, is
to raise the question whether there is a higher order that can integrate conflicting individ-
ual judgements. I further argue that the effect of the novel and the intent of Apuleius is to
put that question but not to suggest an answer". See also Harrison 2000: 248: "the text in
the end, despite the carefully created elevated tone of a number of the religious passages,
prompts the reader to treat Lucius' account of the cults of Isis and Osiris in Met. 11 as an
amusing satire on religious mania and youthful gullibility. This gives the novel as a whole
a clear unity: the tone throughout remains fundamentally amusing and entertaining".

even of the majority of the readers of Apuleius' novel; but, most of all, I
hope that the limited scope of a paper devoted to a part of the prologue
excuses me from trying such an enterprise.

My own contribution to the debate has been a demonstration that the
prologue speaker presents himself as a brilliant, sophisticated, and ci-
cada-like entertainer, who invites his listeners to surrender to the pleas-
ures of literature without caring too much about the moral and/or phi-
losophical lessons that could stem from it. However, we should also ask
ourselves whether this prologue speaker proves to be absolutely trust-
worthy. For example, as we have already seen, he also presents himself
as a rudis locutor. If we understand this expression as referring to his
poor linguistic and stylistic command of the Latin language, his state-
ment is certainly false: he is only captivating our attention and benevo-
lence by representing himself as a novice in the Latin language, and we
cannot take his words seriously. So, are we really sure that we should
take seriously his lepidus susurrus and his self-representation as an enter-
tainer? Ancient literature teaches us that it is not impossible to conceal
an educator under the appearance of an entertainer; and Apuleius himself
declares at Florida 17.13 that homini uox... maiorem habet utilitatem
mentibus quam auribus deleciationeni `the human voice is more useful to
the mind than delightful to the ear ι58 . If instead we refer the adjective
rudis to the asinine voice Lucius will be forced to speak with, we have to
remember that Lucius, with his retransformation in the last book, regains
a human voice. 59 He is uncertain about what words he should say first,
and his hesitation is expressed in terms that can easily suggest a new
prologue, written (or, better, spoken) under the salvific influence of Isis:

At ego stupore nimio defixus tacitus haerebam, animo meo tam repentinum
tamque magnum non capiente gaudium, quid potissimum praefarer prima-
rium, unde nouae uocis exordium caperem, quo sermon nunc renata lin-
gua felicius auspicarer, quibus quantisque uerbis tantae deae gratias agerem
(11.14.1).

58. In the preceding passage on the inferiority of the human voice compared with the
sound of musical instruments (17.9), Apuleius adopts a terminology that reminds us of the
prologue to the Metamorphoses: as a rudor (`roar', a rare term connected with the verb
rudere; maybe an Apuleian coinage, according to Hunink 2001 α: 176 ad loc.), the human
voice is less fearful than the sound of a trumpet, while as a susurrus it is less pleasant than
that of the flute (or bagpipe). The whole passage 17.9-13 seems to be written to decon-
struct the programmatic statements of the prologue speaker – or vice versa, since we can-
not be sure about the relative chronology of the two works: the speech anthologised in the
Florida can be dated back to 164 AD (cf. Hunink 2001 α: 172), but as is well known the
dating of the Metamorphoses is controversial.

59. On Lucius gaining a voice through Isis' intervention see Winkler 1985: 198-200;
Finkelpearl 1998: 184-217; 2003, 37-51.
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as for me, I was completely dumbfounded and stood speechless, rooted to the spot.
My mind could not comprehend this great and sudden joy. I did not know what
would be most appropriate to say first, where to find opening words for my new-
found voice, what speech to use in making an auspicious inaugural of my tongue
now born anew, or with what grand words to express my gratitude to so great a god-

60
dess

Praefarer and exordium are the keywords suggesting that, even íf we are
by now in the middle of the last book, the passage presents itself as a
new prologue. But it should be noted that the vocabulary of this passage
consistently echoes the `real' prologue of the novel: at ego, first of all;
but also gaudium (cf. 1.1.6 laetaberis), praefarer (cf. 1.1.5 praefamur),
nouae uocis (cf. 1.1.5 rudis locutor; 1.1.6 uocis immutatio), exordium
(cf. 1.1.3 exordior), quo sermone (cf. 1.1.1 sermone... Milesio; 1.1.4
indigenam sermonem), lingua (cf. 1.1.4 linguam Atthidem), felicius (cf.
1.1.3 glebae felices).

Here we have silence instead of enchanting words, human instead of
animal voice, a grateful devotee of Isis instead of a brilliant entertainer.
We can think that this new persona completely obliterates the old Lucius
and the old prologue speaker; but, after reading the prologue and as
much as ten books of Lucius' (the `old' Lucius') adventures, we can also
have grown so accustomed to him as to be immune from believing in
such a sudden and outright change. Unfortunately, the novel does not do
very much to help us ín this choice; all we can do is to decide whether
we want to believe the first prologue speaker, the second - or both.

60. Trans. Hanson 1989.
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